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Do you think that your stomach is getting �abby? Do you need to head to the gym or start

focusing on your diet? Do you want to be �t? Fitness is very important for all of us and the

most surprising part is that man and man's best friend both need to be �t. We're not talking

about your human best friend but your actual best friend that is your pooch. Your dog

probably needs as much exercise as you do.

 

You surely want your dog to live a long happy life, don't you? For that, you need to hear us

out and put our advice to practice. This guide will help you exercise your dog and work on

its overall health. Let's not keep your pooch waiting and get right on it!
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Dogs usually have a lot of energy that should be channeled otherwise they can be

disruptive and wreak havoc in your home by running here and there. To gauge how much

exercise your dog needs you need to either go to the vet and �nd out how much exercise

your dog needs as per their breed. Or you can take a ballpark guess and estimate the time

as per your observation.

How Long Should Your Dog 
Exercise For?

The amount of exercise should not completely exhaust your dog but should leave them

tired. However, be considerate of any health issues that your dog might be facing. if their

health is a concern be very sure you do not push them beyond their limits. That can be

di�cult for you to deal with in the longer run.
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The best and the easiest exercise for your dog is to run. Running is a

favorite thing for dogs to do. daily jogs will do wonders for your dog

and their �tness. It is also a great workout for you. If your dog cannot

take on a longer jog right away you shouldn't worry about that at all.

You can start the jogging sessions for 5 minutes at �rst and then go on

to increase the timings as your dog starts to build stamina. 

Soon enough your dog will be able to run for more than 30 minutes.

This is a comprehensive exercise that will surely help them stay �t.

1..2..3..RUN!!
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We know, we know that you are not supposed to let your dog lead you

but it is you who should always lead your dog. But when it comes to the

health of your pooch you can make an exception. 

If you are going for a walk, let your dog lead the way. They might be

confused at �rst but it is your responsibility to give them the con�dence

that they can walk ahead.

Let Them Take You For A Stroll
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Stairs To Fitness 
Do you have a staircase at home? That's great! you do

not need to take your dog anywhere. You have the

perfect equipment to help your dog get �t. There are two

ways you can get your dog to climb the stairs. For the

�rst one, you could climb them yourself and make your

dog follow you. Or if you cannot climb the stairs multiple

times, you can play a game of fetch with your dog and

throw something on the stairs for them to fetch.

Fetch! 
Playing games with your dog can help them retain

their �tness. The pursuit of �tness should be fun for

your dog and not taken as a punishment. To do that

you can play games with your dog, the best of them is

fetch! We've never seen a dog who does not like to

fetch. to play this game all you need is a tennis ball, or

if you don't have a ball, a stick will do the job perfectly. 

Smells Like Fitness 
Your dog has a great nose, let them make use of it. You

can have a little treasure hunt with your dog by making

a trail of all their favorite treat across a large expanse of

land and let your dog track them. This way your dog will

get the exercise they need and enjoy the treats. Keep in

mind that it is important for you to appreciate your dog

and the appreciation will help you get your dog to

exercise willingly.
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Doggie Paddle
Swimming is a great exercise for those who want to

stay �t. The same goes for your dog. While swimming

your dog does not need to put a lot of pressure on its

joints and because of that, this exercise can be done

by most dogs. 

Even if your dog is su�ering from something like

arthritis, it can easily do this exercise and stay �t. Be

the �tness trainer for your dog and your dog will be

the �ttest one out there. the end result of all the hard

your pooch puts in will surely be worth it!

Hide And Seek 

Who does not love a good game of hiding and seek.

You can play this game both indoors and outdoors.

Your dog would love to follow your scent and �nd

you. This helps them not only stay �t physically but

also mentally as this exercise works as a stimulus for

the elevation of their cognition. Once your dog �nds

you, try to act surprised and your dog will enjoy it

expansively.
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